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Guidebook of all campgrounds built and operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Especially

valuable for RV travelers who are boaters and fishermen because all campsites are located on or

near lakes or streams managed or impounded by the Army Corps of Engineers. Individual listings

contain complete details about camping facilities, amenities, recreational activities available and

directions to each campground.
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I like it but it seems to be a mixed bag of good and bad. I think the authors rely too much on the use

of retirement and explore America passes for discounts. I don't qualify to use these pass so they are

not helpful but okay, I have several friends that do use them. I also noticed that some campsite map

makers are either missing or in the incorrect locations. I reviewed Louisiana (my home state) and

Mississippi (the neighboring state) and noticed at least 3 errors: a southern campsite is marked as a

state park but that particular state park is in North La, another site marker is listed as a particular

city but is in the wrong location for that city, a missing site markers on several state maps. However,

I also noticed several free sights that I have camped at in the past and new sites that I was unaware

of. There are some errors, but all in all this book makes free and low cost camp sites much easier to

locate especially since free sights can be are very hard to find unless you know how to read maps,

live and regularly camp in a particular area and can come in handy especially during busy summer

holidays when you've waited to the last minute to go camping and all the parks are filled up.



I am surprised how much info was in the book. We took a ride and actually visited some sites. Never

expected such beautiful facilities and not far away. We made some reservations hassle free and we

are now waiting for our new rv to arrive soon.

The book was not what I expected. It is too general and does nto give specific detail as the the

campgrounds that are listed. It is also hard to quickly find a campground with the star dots on the

states which often represent more than one site. It is okay, but, not great.

Great reference for locating Corps of Engineers campgrounds and facilities, even included GPS

info. I would just add that it may pay to call ahead on these facilities as some may have changed

season dates since printing

well put together and very informative book although you could most likely get this same information

on the corps website. I like having it on those days I am on the road without benefit of the internet.

A little disappointed in this book. We wanted it to help find the ACE parks obviously but many of

them are not in it. We debated on sending it back but decided against it. We will just use it for

reference.

Until I browsed through this book, I had no idea the COE provided campsites and indeed so many of

them. However I have recently discovered recreation.gov the Federal government 's website for

federally managed recreation areas. I haven't figured out yet whether the printed directory is a

useful supplement to the website or superceded by it. Still for trip planning a book is nice.

Found out that these Core parks are some of the best maintained and less expensive so I needed a

guide to find them when I travel in my RV. This book is great.
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